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I ask that the emergency bill not be extended. 
The effects of so many of the measures taken have had a significant effect on our lives
which could have been dealt with by prioritizing,  protecting  the aged care and  those who
are high risk .
The effect to me personally 
Wearing a mask when i have asthma or hay fever - restricts my breathing even more -
causing coughing fits etc 
Segregation of unvaccinated is probably the worse and stats are not supporting the
effectiveness or need for such measures.
As both vax and unvax can carry the virus 
Both can get Covid - seriously or in a minor form
Both die and live 
The effect to me personally at 64 .
Has effected me by isolating from my friends - which is not healthy
Unable to go for coffee with friends or groups
Unable  to go to dinner to celebtate birthdays
Unable to attend conferences - of I am part of the  team that hosts the  event
Unable to go to the Theatre to celebrate birthdays
Tomorrow my family are going to stay in Coolangatta for a holiday - so we can go across
the boarder to the cinema, coffee , out to dinner , or take grand kids to entertainment
activities- all our holiday money being spent in NSW - while the business we normally
support are struggling or operating ilegally supplying coffee and food to their regular
customers - yet everywhere else we mix together - no logic in it 
I went to the airport - social distance - vax and no vax .then get in the plane herded
together for hours - really?
My family have been affected
1.My daughter has lost her job
2. Son in law faced loosing his job but his work place has reconsidered mandatory vax as
25 percent of their staff had indicated they would not have it and would leave - lot of taxes
going down the drain
3. My grand children now home schooled rather than being sent to school with masks on
and to ensure they will not be vax ed without parent permission
As you can see these measures that have been enforced on us have significantly affected
our family and I do not believe the Government stats warrant this.
The vax is only on trial and there is no way anyone knows the long term effects  it will
have on us or particularly the next generation .
No medical procedure has ever been allowed without informed consent - My choice -
every drug you buy has a long list of side effects which the doctors discuss with you before
taking them .
I am made to feel a leper in my own country - a cafe will not serve me, i cannot take my
grand children to the movies or out to lunch - except in a food court yuk with a lot of
people - very noisy - how ridiculous is that 
My grand children have been unable to go to the the theme parks during holidays for
which they have passes - They ask why ? And we have to explain why we choose not to
vaccinate .
It is an horrific form of manipulation and control and unbelievable that it could ever 
happen in our nation.
Please do not extend the  emergency bill.
Thank you
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